The effect of inelastic scattering on crystal structure refinement from electron diffraction patterns recorded under almost parallel illumination.
Recently a number of crystal structures were determined using electron diffraction data with an almost parallel electron beam. In many cases no energy filtering was applied. On the other hand, the contrast in convergent beam electron diffraction patterns is greatly improved by energy filtering of the electrons. To investigate whether energy filtering will improve the accuracy of the structure analysis from diffraction data recorded under an almost parallel beam condition, we recorded diffraction patterns of the [100] zone of YBa(2)Cu(3)O(7) using unfiltered electrons, zero-loss electrons and plasmon-loss electrons, respectively. Subsequently, the structure is refined based on these different electron diffraction datasets, using the program MSLS (Acta Crystallogr. A 54 (1998) 91). The results show that the obtained atomic positions are not significantly different for the chosen filter conditions. Even with amorphous carbon deposited on the specimen, which will cause a significant increase (>40 times) of energy-loss electrons, the structure refinement led to the same atomic positions.